
Mini Lesson
Rubric

Teach  (5-10 Minutes)

MASTERY APPROACHING NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

-  Model skill/thought process  

using illustration/terms

- Teacher explains “Why”

-  Common mistakes identified

-  Early & ongoing assessment

-  Clear organization and  

preparedness

-  Age/level appropriate  

examples and instruction

-  Clear student expectations

-  Clear/rigorous objectives 

- Demonstrate skill using terms

- Early assessment

-  Organization/preparedness  

(not intentional) 

- Age or level appropriate

- Some expectations made clear

- Objectives clear

- Demonstrate skill

- No assessment

-  Lack of organization/ 

preparedness

-  Objective not appropriate  

for age/level

- Student expectations not clear

-  No objective or objectives  

not clear

Guided Practice  (5-7 Minutes)

-  Informal assessment/feedback 

(Whole class check-in, individual 

observation, accountable  

discussion, etc.)

-  Circulation (behavior and  

academic)

- Re-teaching mis-conceptions

- 100% of students on task

-  Informal assessment (minimal  

or ineffective feedback)

- Circulation (behavior only)

- Ineffective re-teaching

- Majority of students on task

- No Informal assessment

- No circulation

- No re-teaching

- Majority of students not on task

(continued on back)

Lead yourself, lead your school, lead your world.



Independent Practice  (12-15 Minutes)

MASTERY APPROACHING NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

-  Differentiation related to  

objective 

-  Clear student expectations  

and reinforced

-  Students know and can explain 

“what they are doing, how  

and why”

-  Students given opportunity  

to ask clarifying questions

-  Circulation (behavior and  

academic)

-  Intentional grouping (for  

academic and social success)

- Exit assessments

-  Strategic check-in (as needed) 

driven by assessment 

- No differentiation

-  Expectations clear/ 

Not reinforced

-  Students can explain “what  

and how”

-  Circulation (focused on  

behavior)

- Grouping for social success

-  Strategic check-in (determined only 

by set time)

- No differentiation

- Expectations are not clear

- Students can explain “what”

- No circulation

- No check-in

Additional Comments

Lead yourself, lead your school, lead your world.
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